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Cover: Prince Kaybee is a true creative
who has taken the entertainment industry by storm, and he is just beginning. (Page 16)
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All the celeb interviews on Kas’lam TV
Click watch now !!!
Thank you for downloading our June issue.
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any suggestions. Follow us on all Social Media platform and share with friends

As Kas’lam predicted a year ago when we featured Shane on the cover, this
young talented diamond is here to shake the industry and redefine the hip
-hop culture in South Africa. It was a matter of time until many saw what
we saw in him. “I don't think my sound is American, I think it is universal
for people from all over the world because it is my truth and real."
This is how Shane Eagle explains his award-winning music. The artist,
whose real name is Shane Hughes, walked away with the coveted best
hip-hop award at last weekend's SA Music Awards (Samas), beating off
stiff competition from established stars.
"Everybody that is honest and real can understand it, which is the biggest
blessing right now," he says.
His debut album Yellow is a personal project tackling themes such as his
views on religion, his father's battle with alcoholism, hopelessness, fears and
his childhood, accompanied with a melodic softness. It's a story of a biracial
young man who knows both suburban and hood life.

AKA broke the internet and set twitter alight with his latest single
titled “Beyonce” which seemed to be centred on his popular exgirlfriend Bonang Matheba. It is not quite clear if this is a dis-track or
AKA is just a sore loser who is no different to Cassper Nyavest as he
too follows the “kiss and tell” trend in the much talked about single. The song depicts Bonang as a lousy girlfriend “How you gonna
be my fiancee? … Living like Rihanna, thinking you’re Beyonce” is
the recurring chorus on the track. The SuperMega also went on
twitter and “indirectly” insinuated that Queen B used “witchcraft”
when he posted a couple of suspicious stones she left behind. To
add salt to the wound, Somizi stated “I haven’t seen those rocks in
two years” during a live broadcast of the South African Music
Awards. The song further paints Bonang as an unreliable lover with
bad character traits.

BONTLE GEARS UP FOR AXE PARTY
OF THE YEAR
Choreographer Bontle Modiselle hosted auditions at the World
of Dance Studios in Sunninghill as she gears up to the AXE party
of the year.
Bontle made a public call out on social media to invite talented
dancers to come audition to stand a chance to be a part of her
team of dancers who will perform at #AXEPartyoftheYear.
The brand has collaborated with Bontle to unlock the magic of
talented aspiring South African dancers. The dancers who are
selected from the auditions will join the star-studded line up
headlined by DJ Black Coffee at the event in July.
Over 150 talented dancers showed up at the auditions in Sunninghill to take a shot at the opportunity to perform alongside
some of South Africa’s great talent such as Nasty C, Benny Maverick and Zulu Mkhathini and many more.

85,000 units
came in pure
sales.
Kanye West finds himself atop the Billboard 200 once again following
the release of his 7-track ye album last Friday. The project is Yeezy’s
eighth straight No. 1 album, which puts him alongside some elite company. West’s streak ties Eminem and The Beatles for the longest running tenure topping the charts

Robert Marawa's return to
SABC radio was not
without controversy.
At the announcement on Friday morning, sports presenter Thomas Mlambo walked out of the auditorium as Marawa sauntered in,
welcomed by the blowing of vuvuzelas and ululations.
Back in 2013, after Marawa had joined six years earlier, Mlambo
left SuperSport allegedly after being overshadowed by Marawa.
He went to SABC TV sport but the latest developments have
brought back the nightmare for Mlambo.
It is understood he was not keen to stand in at Metro FM, fearing
that he might be removed from the chair in the same fashion that
he was uprooted from being the main soccer presenter at SuperSport.

EVENTS

My name is Itumeleng Mojanaga, I’m 23-year-old ambitious young woman, Born and bred in Johannesburg, (Soweto). I'm a 3rd year student at Boston Media House studying towards obtaining my Diploma in Media Practices, majoring in Advertising, while pursuing modelling.
I'm a career driven person, I believe in my dreams and gradually turning them into a reality.
I’ve always wanted to pursue modelling as it is one of my greatest passions from a young
age. I used to take part in pageants and photo shoots at school where I discovered my
passion for modelling. Growing up I saw myself on billboards, magazines, TV adverts for
Ponds and walking on the ramp but I knew that was me being ambitious. Well I must
say this career didn't choose me but I chose it and still fighting for it. I've been rejected
multiple times by different agencies because of my height but that didn't make me lose
hope, I knew that at the end if something is destined for you, it will come regardless.
I'm an extroverted person so this career helps me explore, be myself, know where my
strength lies, meet new people, network and also be creative because meeting new
people is a form of learning.
What or who is your inspiration? I would say my aunt Mpho Mojanaga is my
inspiration, she is a beautiful, strong, intelligent woman who never gives u
no matter how hard the situation is. She taught me so much about life,
an
My biggest highlight so far shooting for Kas'lam magazine. I believe
that’s a great starting point for my modelling career.
If I were to be given an opportunity to be anything I want to be a professional model that travels the world and be known globally. Modelling is my first love.
Is there anyone special in your life (child, lover)? No.
The most daring thing I've ever done is faking sickness. I would literally act up pretending to be sick at school because I got a stage
fright at that moment.
What do you think about the current state of our country? The
state is in bad shape because the unemployment rate is very
high for the Youth. Children have Degrees but are sitting at
home and can't get a job because you need connections these
days. We live in a world where a lot of young talented individuals who want to do great and succeed in life
can’t do much because doors are closed. I believe
the best key improvement should be our mindset,
no one should be unemployed, we are all individuals who want to build a great future and you can
start by building your own brand, be out there use
your talent, skill and develop the person you want to
be, don't wait for anyone to employ you, create your
own opportunity that would work for you. We must
exercise hard work, faith and patience.
Where can people get a hold of you (website/Social Media/Email)? I have Twitter @itumeleng_m , Instagram and
@itumeleng_M.
www.cloudnine.co.za

My name is Mbali Brian Molelekeng, I was born on the 15th of
January 1997 in Soweto, Johannesburg. I currently live in Soweto. My occupation is part time model, I also work as an
extra on Soapies and adverts.
I've always loved taking pictures and modelling clothes at home and School, but I started pursuing my career last year in 2016.
My inspiration is people who work hard
in everything they do.
The great thing about me is I can fit in
with young people and young adults
because of my age and looks.
I haven't worked with a lot of people
because I'm fairly new to the industry
but I've done a couple of adverts and
Modelling for a fashion show (legacy
of true beauty) and shooting for
Webbers clothing store. My highlight was when I met the founder of
Loxion Kulca when we did the shoot
for the label.
If given an opportunity to be anything else in life, I would be a Soccer player, I love playing soccer
and I’m a good player, I actually
played for a local club
(Ghanna’s).
I don’t have any kids and I do
have someone special in my
life.
I want to give my modelling
career my all and see where
it takes me. I’m planning on
furthering my Studies as
well.
On Facebook Brino Flavour
and Instagram brino_flavour

Where do you come from and how is it like ekasilakho? I don’t
like mentioning which specific town because I feel like I represent The whole province, I come from the Free-State. The other
reason is that I’ve been moving around, so a lot of towns in the
Free-State have this sense of entitlement to me.
I was born in Senegal, I then moved to Botshabelo, thereafter I
moved to Bloemfontein. I lived most of my life in Welkom, that’s
where I did my primary and high school years and then I moved
back to Bloemfontein and that’s where my hustle began.
When you did “Charlotte”, It was very hard to see how you
going to come back with something much stronger, because
“Charlotte” took over, it was one of the biggest songs we have
ever seen in house music. You then released “Club Controller”.
How did this song come about and what inspired the collaborations?
At the beginning of your question, you mentioned that you didn’t see me coming back with a song stronger than “Charlotte”.
The mind-set of the South African public has always been like
that, after I released wajelwa and better days …Some said “We
don’t see him coming back with another one”. Then I released
“Charlotte” then “Club Controller”, so it has always been like
that. It has always been my thing, I love the challenge, It’s beautiful. Coming back to your main question. “Club Controller” was
created back in June 2017, I sent the song to a guy named TNS
and to LaSoul Mates to adequately give it a Gqom flavour, we
tinkered with the song, sending it back and forth amongst each
other and somewhere along-the-line the song got leaked and

the instrumental version became public property. In fact, I was at
a festival and to my surprise DJ-Tira played this song. I approached
him to ask him where he got this song, when I took a look at the
title of the song, It looked like an audio file sent from Whatsapp
and he then told me he got the song from someone who had sent
it to him on Whatsapp.
I then went back to the guys to ask who leaked the song and apparently someone sent it to her girlfriend who sent it to someone
and that’s how it went viral and blew up in December long before
its release date. I then had to release the song for damage control
purposes.
how has the response been, Ever since the official release? The
response of the official release is tricky because people were more
attached to the instrumental version of the song in December 2017
but as soon as we dropped the official release with vocals, we had
a bit of a struggle for people to get to know the song but eventually the masses caught on and now everyone sings along to the
song.
How did the collaborations come about? I sent the song to Tns
and LaSoul Mates, We’ve never been in studio together before, so
we kept sending the song back and forth to each other after adding a few things individually which is a norm for producers if we
live far apart from one another. We finally went in studio to record
the vocals of the song that’s where we teamed up with Zanda
(Female vocalist), who did an incredible job, as we’ve witnessed
kids are also singing along to it as well.
Would you say Prince Kaybee is underrated? Yes, I happen to like
that title because I always prove myself to people worthy, so I -

would say I am underrated but not in a bad way because I don’t
want to be the country’s top artist, I just want people to enjoy the
music, I want them to think about the music when they think
about Prince Kaybee. I don’t want to be confused with the hype
because overrated artists are consumed by hype which results in
losing focus, you hit the ceiling and become stagnant. I do feel like
I’m underrated but the numbers reflect quite the opposite and
that’s what I care about, the numbers and the music.
Let’s talk about you personally, when you’re not in studio, what
do you do? I’m not an outgoing person, I’m actually quite boring, I
live with my cousin who always encourages me to do stuff like go
out to the beach, Which I’ve never done because I never feel like
it. I don’t do a lot; I only go to night clubs when I have to work. I
don’t do anything other than music, I’m constantly thinking about
what I’m going to do next.
What is your brain storming process with regards to coming up
with a song? There are different methods I use. However, I don’t
have a specific template that I follow, sometimes It’s about setting
the vocals before the song and sometimes we do the actual beat
first for the vocalist to write. I remember when we wrote
“Charlotte”, we were driving from Durban to Bloemfontein and
we arrived around 3am in the morning. Zee got in studio, sat on
the floor as per usual and we recorded that song in a space of 40
minutes, so there are different ways to it.
In terms of working with other artists, who would you like to

work with next? Locally and internationally.
Locally, KB (Singer/Actress) I’ve always had a crush on her voice,
she has a beautiful voice. I recently bumped into her and we
exchanged contacts so it’s in the works. For everyone else, it’s a
matter of talent. Internationally it will have to be Rihanna, I’ve
always pictured myself working with her.
In terms of the South African music industry, do you think we
have reached a point where we can say now we are competing
with the world’s best? We have long passed that stage. For example, most South African upcoming artist do great music but
all they lack and need is exposure. And I feel like South African
music is good enough, however it needs more exposure overseas on the international scene.
When it comes to SA music legends, the likes of Oskido, DJ
Fresh and so forth. Who of these legends would you like to create an album with? Feel like every generation has its heroes, it’s
time now for this generation to create their own heroes, not
that I refuse to collaborate na ma “Grootman” but we are also
trying to be heroes of this generation to create some sort of a
legacy for this generation. So, for me where I’m standing, for
now, I’m not focusing on such. I’m trying to create what this
generation is looking forward to and what people want right
now and maybe when my time is over, someone might carry it
on with the same thing.
Lately, You’ve been trending , For “Club Controller” You’ve also

You’ve also been trending for your altercation on Twitter with Davido & Cassper
Nyovesst because you said you feel like “Charlotte” inspired Cassper Nyovest and
Davido’s recent track. Then you had a bit of an altercation with Dj Shimza about
“Club Controller”, so what would you like to say regarding these tweets?
The negative vibe on twitter was unnecessary, because as an artist you outgrow
these things. With the Cassper and Davido Saga, I said the song is similar to
“Charlotte” and my tweet was taken out of context. Then it was said that I claim that
they stole my progression: You can’t own chord progressions, everyone can use whatever they want but if they sound similar, Then I can speak out. Now, according to me,
their song has no sense of creativity, None whatsoever. It sounds like “Charlotte” as it
is. The chord progressions are the same, I am not saying they’re my chord progressions, but every part of the song sounds like “Charlotte” except Davido’s verse.
Regarding Dj Shimza, maybe he thought “Club Controller” is not mine because he says
people were constantly asking him whose song this is and I feel like as a DJ, It’s your
responsibility to know what you’re playing and I on the other hand kept on saying
to people this is my song. However, It’s all good. As soon as the beef started
having low blows about who drives what, that’s when I pulled out, I realized it was not worth it because it was no longer about the music and
he said things like “He can produce well, And I can’t”. I then suspected that maybe DJ Shimza is living in his own bubble, then I
came back on Twitter to announce that I refrain from the altercation.
We played a little game with Prince Kaybee called crazy Q.
Which SA female celebrity would you prefer to be your side
chick between:
Minnie Dhlamini
Kelly Khumalo
Bonang Matheba
Minnie Dhlamini
Lol … Personally I wouldn’t go for any of them, but the sake
of the game I would say Mini.
Which car brand would you say is your favourite between:
BMW
VW
Mercedes Benz
I hate BMW, I hate that car. I love both VW and Mercedes, I
grew around a VW environment, its generally a black car and
I’m attached to it. But if I had to choose I would choose Mercedes.
Which genre of music do you play most at home:
R&B
House
Hip Hop
House
I listen to a bit of Hip Hop but House and RnB are what I listen to most
of the time.
Favourite social network between:
Twitter
Instagram
Whatsapp
I hate Twitter lol …I love Instagram a lot. I love visuals, I like taking
pictures and videos a lot.
For someone out there, who just started, trying to blow up, what
would your advice be as Prince Kaybee who is already succeeding in
the game? You see, Authi yaka, There’s no rule book, the only thing
you can do for yourself is stay original, do not compete with anyone and remember that God is everything.

Winter is not everyone’s favourite time of the year. If you asked a few of your friends whether they prefer winter or summer, the
chances are that most would choose summer. But while you can certainly have a heap of fun in the summer (the beach, vacations, the barbecues, the outdoor parties, the boat parties, etc), there is also a lot of fun to be had during the colder months.
There is no reason why you and your man should spend most of the winter stuck indoors trying to keep warm until the spring
arrives. Just because the temperature is down, it doesn’t mean you have to hibernate and not do anything fun for a few months.
As it happens, there is a lot of great stuff you can do in the winter. Don’t believe me? Then let’s take a look at 10 fun winter activities for couples.
Watch Holiday Movies
The best thing about the winter is Christmas. And now is the perfect time to have a laugh with your partner while watching your
favourite holiday movies. This is one of the most cosy fun winter activities for couples. Some of the classics include Home Alone,
Jingle All The Way, How The Grinch Stole Christmas and…Okay, you’re not even there are you? You’re already watching Home
Alone.
Make Your Own Hot Chocolate
Hot chocolate is the ultimate winter drink. An indulgent treat, it’s a taste of heaven on those cold nights spent cuddled up with
your partner in front of a blazing fire. Drinking it with your man is romantic, but making it is just so much fun. You can use whichever type of chocolate you want, and top it off with some fat marshmallows. You can also use cream! Homemade hot chocolate
is usually always better than the packet kind you can get from the store, but it might take you both a few attempts to get it right.
In the meantime, you can have a good giggle. And a chocolate fight anyone?
Go Volunteering
Volunteering is both fun and thoughtful, and the two of you can make the hours fly by by cracking jokes and generally having a
fab time.
Go On A Winter Getaway
Summer is for road trips, while winter is for log cabins. So one of fabulous fun winter activities for couples is to go on a winter
gateway. If you’ve got a bit of cash lying around, why not book yourselves an Air BnB in the woods for some seasonal fun? Winter getaways are both romantic and entertaining, especially if you go somewhere exciting.
Have A Board Game Night
Are board game nights out of fashion? They really shouldn’t be! If you don’t fancy heading outdoors because it’s just too cold
(and we really can’t blame you), staying in with some board games is a lot more exciting than just sitting around bingeing on television again. Go up to your attic and dust off some classic board games. Have a laugh as you play them, and raise the temperature
by including a few forfeits and dares for whoever loses.

Attend Coffee tasting events
Spend A Day At The Mall Especially during the build-up to Christmas, the mall is a special place. The tinsel is up, Santa is ho-ho-hoing in his cute little grotto, and everyone (okay mostly everyone) is in good spirits. So in this atmosphere, why don’t you and your
man put a day aside to spend in the mall? You can go shopping, dining, and maybe you could even ask Santa to get your something
nice this year. C’mon, it’ll be hilarious when the big man tells your partner that he’s on the naughty list!
Visit a private sauna for a stimulant moment of tranquil relaxation with your partner.
Go Skiing
Skiing is another one of fun winter activities for couples. If you can’t afford to go skiing this year, or if you don’t live close by to a
ski resort, there is always the option of indoor skiing. Either way, skiing is a winter activity that HAS to be done. It’s exciting, heartstopping stuff and arguably the most fun you can have with your man right now.
Have A Snowball Fight
If you’ve watched a seasonal romance film, you’ll have noticed how snowball fights between a girl and a man can be incredibly
romantic. You’re basically just fighting and rolling around in the snow, and any snowballs you do throw at your partner aren’t
mean to hurt him – they’re meant to strike his heart with a fluffy ball of love. Okay, that was cheesy, BUT we are being serious
here. If it’s been snowing, you and your man should head into the garden or a local park and act like a pair of kids again. A snowball fight also gives you both a chance to bond, and you could pretend to be injured at one point so that your doting hero has to
come and rescue you!

Precious Make up tips
A lot of people are wearing makeup as of late and you sometimes wonder
why it doesn't really look the same and all good, respectively. Such questions do come up even when most people are using the same makeup
brand, according to my research in answering these questions, I’ve discovered that a majority of the people that use makeup don't blend their
makeup which results to their makeup looking bad.
Makeup needs to be blended onto your skin properly when applied, this
leaves ones makeup looking good and looking perfect on your skin, blending also helps with one's makeup to last long, and helps to avoid makeup
from shining or melting quicker even on people with oily skin.
Products that you need to blend are your Foundation, Eye shadow, gel or
pencil. When doing your eyebrows, blush, Lipstick and powder, all these
aspects mentioned above are products blended by different tools. Many
use their fingers to apply foundation, which works well for them and I'm
not against it, You can use your fingers but make sure that you blend your
base or foundation properly, I encourage using sponges / wedges which
work well and others use brushes which also work well but no matter what
you're using, just make sure your Foundation is blended.
Eye shadow, if not applied correctly and not blended will leave you with
unwanted lines on your eyelids, I also believe that the wrong eye shadow
used can cause undesirable lines on your eyelids, many use their fingers to
apply them and some use brushes but as long as it’s blended well, your
makeup will look good irrespective.

If you need Makeup Tutorials or wanna book me for your special
Occasion you can find me on 0766920290

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are
now open. For more info contact me on:
Phone 076690290
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane
Facebook at Precious Mcjane
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com /
precious@kaslam.co.za

Featured Brand Name: Street Corner Academy
Founder: Savage Sossa
Started: 2003
Cell: 073 361 8380
Facebook: street corner academy
Location: Johannesburg
Design Style: Unisex / Street Wear Brand
Inspired By: 90’s Hip Hop and street culture
A small bio about your brand?
Street Corner Academy (PTY) LTD designs, manufactures and supply fashion items and graphics,
meaning we design and sew clothes from scratch,
add a graphic by either printing or putting embroidery on it.
Street Corner Academy was officially incorporated
in July 2014. However, has been actively researching and developing since 2004
Street Corner Academy offers various artistic items
in the form of clothes, graphics, music etc. i.e. Logos, fashion drawings, general illustrations, tattoos
among others, available for sale to people in and
around the fashion, music and graphic industry,
who demand the utmost quality and quantity of
clothes and design with all the control necessary to
get the most out of their item of choice.
What small steps can consumers take in order to be
more conscious?
Consumers need to educate themselves about local
designers and designs.
The more pride about local designers the more conscious they become.
Local designers need to become first priority to
local consumers.
What was your reason for creating an ethical and
sustainable brand?
We needed to dress the
way we felt.
The streets of SA were consuming USA and EUR
brands while we were also here.
The thoughts/or ideas had to be realized.
We had to be the change we wanted to see

Fashion Editor: Mike “RuffCart” Dlamini
Ruffcart contacts details
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com
Twitter: @ruffcart
Instagram: Ruffcart Family
Cell: 0744659750
0658828093

AKA: BEYONCE
Kiernan spills his heart out on his last relationship with ex Bonang, expressing the different immaterial and materialistic things that he gave up for her.
The track mainly focuses on his efforts and the love he had for her throughout
their relationship. the lyrics prove the song is about Bonang Matheba. In the
song AKA says he left his baby mama for her- and as everyone knows, he
cheated on DJ Zinhle with Queen B while she was expecting his child.
A lot of people might see Beyonce as a dis track, but it is also very personal.
AKA opens up about one time throwing Bonang out of a hotel room and he
then added he saw her for the first time without a weave two-years into their
relationship. The song be views as music in bad taste but the production and
creativity is on point.

Nasty C has become a big name in SA Hip-Hop and has collaborated with some big names internationally, and the
latest of them is the “Trap Lord”, ASAP Ferg, as the two of
them combined for the single titled King, taken off the Durban-born emcee’s upcoming album “Strings and Bling”.
While no official release date has been given for the album,
the rapper has revealed that it will drop sometime in June
and will be a double disc, which will feature King, along
with another single, Jungle.
While some fans got their first taste off what’s to come
from the 21-year-old’s sophomore album as the two singles
premiered on Beats 1 Radio late on Thursday night, both
tracks officially drop on Friday and we’ve got them for you

CLUB CONTROLLER: REMIX
Prince Kaybee – Club Controller (Remix) Ft. Busiswa, NaakMusiQ,
Bucie, Nokwazi, Mpumi, Ziyon, Zanda Zakuza, TNS, LaSoulMates.
One of the biggest songs in the South African music Industry Club
Controller has come with a new r mix to go with the hit single.
The star packed Club Controller remix by Prince Kaybee features
wide range of well established artists.
This is by far the biggest and hottest remix this year.
Club Controller by Prince Kaybee which topped music charts for
weeks. The best male SAMA winner who seems to have got the
hit single formula for the South African market and by the looks
of things, this is just the beginning of a beautiful and fruitful journey.

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

Movie of the month
The first promo shot from the female-led Ocean's 8 film has been released - and it looks like it's going to be pretty incredible.
The movie's main cast features the biggest names from the entertainment world - Sandra Bullock, Cate Blanchett, Rihanna, Mindy
Kaling, Awkwafina, Helena Bonham Carter, Anne Hathaway and Sarah Paulson - and the promo pic shows the women sitting on a
New York subway train, looking amazingly fierceovie of the month
Although anyone who's ever squeezed on to any mass transportation system knows no carriage is ever - or ever has been - that empty.
Rihanna shared the pic on Monday, captioning it, "First looQ at Oceans8 . Coming summer 2018."
In the spin-off of the hit Ocean's trilogy, Sandra Bullock plays Debbie Ocean, Danny Ocean (played by Matt Damon)'s sister, and masterminds a plot to nab some jewels.
Shooting on Ocean's 8 began last October, with Cate and Sandra spotted filming scenes in Queens, New York City
The gang hit a Vogue party following the star-studded Met Gala, where they've got their eyes on a hideously expensive necklace to
pinch.
The film is set to feature a list of cameos longer than every arm in the world. Zayn Malik, Kim Kardashian, Kendall Jenner, Maria Sharapova and Tommy Hilfiger are among the celebs appearing at the movie's Met Ball mock-up.
The film isn't released for another 17 months, but will hit cinemas on 8 June 2018. Not long to wait, then...

The Huawei P20 Lite could be the best-selling smartphone in South Africa
Huawei recently launched its P20 smartphone lineup in South Africa, which includes the P20, P20 Pro, and P20 Lite.
The P20 and P20 Pro boast flagship-grade specifications and are aimed at the high-end smartphone market, while the P20 Lite is
a mid-range device which offers modern features at an attractive price.
Huawei’s P20 Lite retains the notched FullView display of its flagship siblings and sports a dual-lens camera – along with support
for face unlock biometric security.
Huawei South Africa Marketing Director Akhram Mohamed told MyBroadband that its previous Lite smartphones have seen impressive sales in South Africa, and dominate the mid-range market.
“The Lite series has always done well in South Africa,” said Mohamed. “We have very high volumes in the mid-range segment
and have completely taken over that market with our products.”
Mohamed said the mid-range market is much bigger than the flagship smartphone market in South Africa, and that the P10 Lite
was one of the most popular devices in South Africa last year.
“The Huawei P10 Lite was not the most successful smartphone overall, but it was the most popular device in the postpaid segment,” he said. “One of our biggest considerations is whether we can meet the massive demand for these devices in South Africa.” The company has sold so many smartphones in South Africa that it is building a dedicated warehouse to meet local demand,
he added. The warehouse will be the first dedicated Huawei product distribution centre built outside of China.
Following the success of the P10 Lite, Mohamed is confident the P20 Lite will perform exceptionally in South Africa.
Pre-orders for the Huawei P20 Lite showed a great interest in the device from local consumers, and Huawei has managed to ship
higher volumes of its smartphones thanks to improved operator confidence.
“I think the P20 Lite will really dominate in South Africa,” said Mohamed.
The price of the P20 Lite is R5,999, however – R1,000 higher than that of the P10 Lite launch price.
Mohamed said customers would not be deterred by the small price increase, though.

After years of teasing, Rolls-Royce has finally showcased
its first ever SUV. It's called the Rolls-Royce Cullinan and
some examples of this ultra-luxurious SUV will be making
their way to South Africa.

Named after the famous Cullinan diamond, which was discovered near Pretoria more than a century ago (1905) and
subsequently cut up to form part of Britain's Crown Jewels, this new SUV represents a new direction for ultraluxurious carmaker Rolls-Royce, based in Goodwood. First
announced back in 2015 with the tagline, "the Rolls-Royce
of SUVs", the Cullinan is aimed at a younger generation of
high-net-worth people.
The Cullinan is available with two rear-seat configurations;
Lounge and Individual; and being a Rolls-Royce, no 2 units
are likely to be identical thanks to an array of personalisation features. There's a glass partition that separates the
front and rear occupants and, upon opening the tailgate,
the luggage area offers 560 litres of luggage space, with
600 litres available when you remove the parcel shelf.
Fold all the seats down and you gain 1 930 litres of utility
space, which, Rolls-Royce claims, is enough to transport,
"a Mark Rothko from the Art Gallery or a newly discovered artefact from the latest archaeological dig." You cannot make this stuff up!
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This month we take an in-depth look at GREECE

Santorini erupts with charm. A volcano embraced by the Aegean, this islandphenomenon in the Cyclades gives its visitors
a mythical experience.
Santorini – also known as Thera in Greek – is
the island immortalized by poets and painters,
thanks to its celebrated light, multi-coloured
cliffs and picture-perfect sunsets. On this island all senses are magnified, a product of its
many contrasts: black earth against whitewashed homes clinging to the cliffside, or wild
volcanic sculptures against sleek Cycladic
lines.
Welcome to the Aegean, to one of the most
beautiful islands in the world and one of the
most popular destinations in Greece. Welcome to Santorini!

Santorini is the supermodel of the Greek islands, a head-turner whose face is instantly
recognisable around the world: multicoloured
cliffs soar out of a sea-drowned caldera,
topped by drifts of whitewashed buildings.
With its reputation for dazzling panoramas,
romantic sunsets and volcanic-sand beaches,
it’s hardly surprising the island features on so
many travellers’ bucket lists.
There’s no denying the uniqueness of this destination or its huge allure – Santorini hosts 1.5
million tourists annually. Here’s all you need to
know if you’re planning to join that crowd.

FOOD & WINE

Health Benefits of sweet potato
Sweet potatoes are an excellent source of vitamin A (in the
form of beta-carotene). They are also a very good source of
vitamin C, manganese, copper,pantothenic acid and vitamin B6. Additionally, they are a good source
of potassium, dietary fiber,niacin, vitamin B1, vitamin B2
and phosphorus.
Health benefits of garlic
Garlic Contains a Compound Called Allicin, Which Has Potent Medicinal Properties
Garlic Is Highly Nutritious, But Has Very Few Calories
Calorie for calorie, garlic is incredibly nutritious.
A 1 ounce (28 grams) serving of garlic contains (3):
Manganese: 23% of the RDA
Vitamin B6: 17% of the RDA
Vitamin C: 15% of the RDA
Selenium: 6% of the RDA Decent amounts of calcium, copper, potassium, phosphorus, iron and vitamin B1
Garlic also contains trace amounts of various other nutrients. In fact, it contains a little bit of almost everything we
need.

Method
Heat oven to 220C/200C fan/gas 7. Put the sweet potato and butternut squash on a baking tray and add the honey and a drizzle of
olive oil. Roast for 40-45 mins until soft and starting to caramelise
at the edges, stirring occasionally.
Meanwhile, fry the onions in 1 tbsp olive oil until soft, then add
the garlic, chicken stock, cinnamon and nutmeg. Bring to the boil,
and simmer for 5 mins.
Remove the sweet potatoes and butternut squash from the oven
and add to the pan with the stock. Blend everything until smooth
using a stick blender. Stir in most of the cream and bring back to a
gentle simmer, and season with salt and pepper to taste.
To make the lemon & garlic toasts, gently warm the olive oil and
garlic in a pan over a low heat for a few mins; the garlic should be
softened but not browned. Remove from the heat and mix in the
butter and lemon zest until smooth. Leave to cool, then stir in the
chives and thyme.
Toast the ciabatta slices, and top each with a spoonful of garlic
butter. Serve with the soup, drizzled with the remaining cream,
and some black pepper.
Recipe from Good Food magazine, November 2018

We chose Shaun Stylist because of
his consistence and perseverance.
This guys has remained on top of his
game even when many other stylists
popped up everywhere on social media. Straight from Ekasi in Kwathema he rose to success and keeps
climbing.
Here’s to excellence!!!

